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It’s good to be here.   I want to thank Benj and Eric and everybody at BMI for 

extending the invitation. 

You’ve got a great line-up today… and I think we’re going to hear some very 

interesting points of view. 

The overall context is that there’s a lot of excitement about imports and crafts… 

and a lot of concern about mainstream brands… and a lot of big questions about 

how things are going to shake out over the next few years. 

At Miller, we’ve given that context a lot of thought over the past couple years.  As 

you all know, our portfolio was not exactly geared to catch all of the prevailing 

winds that got stronger in the last several years… and I know a lot of you have 

concerns about the ability of any of the big mainstream brands to make major 

share gains that are not price-driven.   

At the same time, Miller has also become part of a strong global brewer that has 

brought us resources and options that are very relevant in this new environment.  

And more than anything, SABMiller has brought us a sense of long-term 

commitment and resolve that is going to be very powerful as we evolve in the 

coming years and decades. 

We are clearly a company in transition… within an industry in transition. 

So with that in mind, I wanted to talk about – “The tail… the dog… and seeing 

through the fog.” 

Now, I know that sounds like a speech that might be given at the London Society 

of Veterinarians… so let me explain. 

All of you follow this business very closely… so you are well aware of the trend 

that is probably getting more ink and chat time than others… the accelerated rate 

of growth of imports and crafts. 
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Imports and crafts, the smaller brands that constitute what most people in the 

beer industry traditionally call “the tail”… the large number of small brands that 

don’t necessarily mean much individually… but, are actually important in a 

business like ours that is driven by scale and marginal economics… both at the 

brewer level and distributor level. 

There is a lot of buzz around this trend… and rightly so.  Growth always attracts 

attention… particularly when it is with products that have nice per-unit 

profitability… and these days the buzz is actually approaching a low roar. 

But after 27 years in the beer business… and having worked this industry from 

many angles… I’ve become a bit jaded about the buzz of the day, no matter what 

day it is.   

One of the most important lessons for me over those years is that the American 

beer industry is almost never “linear.”  Changes come along… and predictions 

get made on those changes… and then five or ten years later… something very 

different comes along… and the whole process starts all over again.   

For example… over the past 30 years, it would have been very easy to hear 

various bits of conventional wisdom. 

• I’m dating myself with this first one – “Light products will never cut it in the 

macho world of beer.”  I think the conventional wisdom may have been a bit 

off on that one. 

• “The baby-boom echo will drive increased beer growth into the 21st Century.”  

Never happened. 

• “Big brands will get bigger, and Anheuser-Busch will have a 60 share… by 

2004.” It did get close to 50, though. 

•  “Corona will never recover from the downturn it took in the early ‘90s.”  In 

fact, its second run has been far more substantial than its first. 
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• That relates to the next piece of conventional wisdom – “Exports will always 

be led by European brands.” 

• And here’s one of my favorites – “Spirits are locked into an irreversible 

decline.”  Don’t hear that one much any more.  

Now, I could go on and on with other examples.  And I don’t want to insinuate 

that there’s not some degree of predictability in our industry… particularly if you 

compare it with software or biotech or other industries where truly 

transformational change can happen virtually overnight. 

But the fact is – even in a 6,000-year-old industry like ours – things are never 

quite as inevitable as they sometimes seem…  

… and, the future is seldom simply a linear extension of the past. 

And with that in mind, I think it’s healthy to step back… and give a hard look at 

what’s going on… and what the actual implications are for the future. 

So we’re going to talk about the tail, the dog… and most important, seeing 

through the fog… doing our best to look into that thick murkiness called “the 

future.” 

Let’s start with the tail.  What’s the current state of the tail? 

Several key facts come to mind. 

First, the tail is very, very hip these days. 

In fact, the concept of the long tail has been a big topic of conversation in most 

consumer product industries for the past year or so.  And my guess is that if I 

asked for a show of hands, probably one out of three people here have a copy of 

Christopher Anderson’s big book – “The Long Tail” – sitting on your bookshelf. 
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Chris Anderson is a very smart guy… and “The Long Tail” is a very smartly 

written book. 

As most of you know, it carries a fairly simple thesis.  That thesis is this.  For 

decades, consumer markets have been dominated by the 80/20 Rule… 80 

percent of sales and profits are driven from 20 percent of a company or industry’s 

products… a rule that says all great businesses are built on a couple of big 

blockbuster brands or products that give them major competitive advantages.   

Anderson says technology is changing that formula radically… as the digital 

world and the internet have re-written the traditional rules of physical inventory 

and distribution.   

Here’s a basic graph that sums up the concept.  You see the dollar/volume figure 

on the x axis and the individual products on the y axis. 

Anderson’s thesis says that because of the changes in technology… in many 

industries, the tail will get longer and thicker… and eventually become bigger 

than the “head”… the left side of the chart where the small handful of big 

blockbusters reside… the Buds and Miller Lites of the world. 

Anderson provides the following facts. 

• Nearly 25% of Amazon’s sales come from a tail that includes no books that 

are sold through traditional book retailers. 

• Nearly 70% of Netflix rentals come from its back-catalogue. 

• YouTube has now had more than 5 million different individual videos 

uploaded to its site.   

And so his thesis is pretty direct – life in the future is about selling smaller 

amounts of more things. 

Pretty interesting stuff, huh? 
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And as a result, long tails are very hip right now. 

Let’s look at the next fact.  The tail has its own tail. 

What do I mean by that?  

Well, here’s a chart showing the current sales volume of imports.  And what you 

see is that the so-called tail of the American beer industry has a couple 

blockbusters of its own – Corona and Heineken. 

In fact, those two trademarks account for 50% of the total craft/import volume.  

Even more important, they have accounted for around 60% of the import growth 

over the past eight years. 

And yeah, while it’s fun to look at 67% increases for small brands like Peroni… 

the clear fact is that the world of imports is ruled by two block-busters. 

So, it seems that the tail not only has its own tail… but it has its own 800-pound 

gorillas, as well… gorillas that are acting more and more like the big-brand 

goliaths that they are. 

Which leads me to the next fact about imports – “Critical mass leads to mass-

market behavior.” 

And that’s natural, because as smaller brands start to pick up critical mass, they 

must increasingly move from the approach that got them seeded… and 

increasingly take on approaches that are much more mainstream in their nature.   

And so what you’ve seen from Heineken and Corona is a very steady, measured 

movement towards mainstream behavior… behavior that will allow them to 

continue or even accelerate their growth trends.   

You see it in packaging… with things like 18-packs.  You see it in channels… 

with things like a much-expanded presence in convenience stores.  You see it in 
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marketing… with an increasing emphasis on mainstream television and major 

sports sponsorships.  And you see it in the very positioning of the brands 

themselves, as they move away from special-brands-from-far-away-places… and 

move to images that are broader and more mainstream. 

And ultimately, the critical question is whether you will begin to see it in a big way 

in pricing… because as those volume numbers get bigger, the ability to raise 

prices gets tougher. 

Now obviously, these brands are going to try to get the optimal balance right 

between volume growth and price increases relative to mainstream, seeking to 

generate the optimal profit.   

And, of course, that future pricing dynamic will be of huge interest to the entire 

industry, especially distributors. 

Here is a rough look at the average case margins on a variety of brands in a 

multi-brand house.   

When you look at those tall bars on the left, you understand why the prevailing 

wisdom driving most decisions among distributors right now is pretty simple –  

“Sell as many cases as you can… and trade a low-margin case for a high-margin 

case every time you can.” 

And that kind of trade up would seem to make sense… and theoretically it 

does… at least on a per-case basis. 

But as we all know, few businesses run on a per-unit basis… as the reality of 

marginal economics always come into play… particularly with distributors who 

are feeling economic pressure to create the biggest scale they can to fully 

leverage their infrastructure with things like full trucks, tight routes and maximum 

cases-per-stop.   
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And so when you look at total dollar gross profit by brand… a distributor’s profit 

break out might look something like this.  

The per-case profit is on the x-axis, and the volume is on the y-axis.  We took the 

numbers off the chart… but you can see that some of the imports deliver higher 

per-case profits… and yet the scale of volume from the Miller products makes us 

a far bigger profit contributor in absolute terms.   

And so the reality is that most distributors are still highly dependent on their 

premium American beer brands... and that brewers like Miller and Coors are 

highly vulnerable to being used to provide the bulk of the profit, while seeing a 

disproportionate increase in investment and attention going to crafts and imports. 

Now, I’m not here to whine about that… because our business is ultimately 

governed by economics.  If you can’t effectively make your economic case to 

your partners, then you’re not going to get very good treatment.   

And more than anything – to be perfectly honest – we’re very interested 

ourselves in tapping into what’s going on with imports and crafts. 

But just as we have no interest in undermining our current portfolio to do that… 

we also don’t think it’s in the best interest of our distributors to do that either. 

And so as we all try to manage our way into the best futures possible, we need to 

be mindful of one important dynamic – a case never really swaps for a case.   

It’s never an even trade.  When a consumer decides to move out of a 

mainstream American beer brand into an import or craft, it almost always leads to 

one thing – 

Consumption usually declines… not just because of the higher pricing… but also 

because most imports and crafts are heavier beers.  
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Think about it.  From a beer purist’s standpoint, it’s hard to find a better beer than 

Pilsner Urquell.  I love that beer… and there are times when nothing else will do.  

But I can also tell you that I won’t have more than a couple of Pilsners while 

watching an afternoon of football with friends.  On that occasion, I’m more likely 

to have a few refreshing light beers… specifically a few Miller Lites. 

Pilsner is also not the beer I’d reach for after cutting the lawn… or a lot of the 

other common refreshment occasions.  And those occasions are very 

important… because the strength of the American beer industry has been built 

on occasions that favor refreshing beers... and the velocity this creates. 

While you can sacrifice some velocity for price… everyone in the beer industry 

needs to remember that price is not the only factor that can slow velocity. 

So those are some pretty interesting facts about the tail… now let’s talk about 

what the tail is attached to. 

When I think about the expression “the tail”… I can’t help thinking about an old 

joke that I’m sure most of you have heard. 

“Why does the dog wag its tail?   

Because… if the tail was smarter, it would wag the dog.” 

Right now, I’d have to say the tail is doing a much smarter job of managing the 

retailer, the distributor and the consumer. 

So what about the rest of the dog?  What’s the state of mainstream brands in the 

American beer industry? 

As you might guess, I’m a little more bullish than some of today’s other speakers 

might be.   

Why?   
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Not because I think there are no issues.  Clearly, there are. 

I say that because I’ve spent a fair amount of time as part of the tail.  And while I 

enjoyed some very nice growth rates on several brands… I also always 

maintained a very good understanding of just how powerful the blockbusters 

were in terms of their ability to deliver absolute growth. 

And I think the role of blockbusters probably still holds true of virtually every 

industry, even those like entertainment and media, where the old laws of 

inventory and distribution have been discarded.   

Remember the facts I gave you earlier from Chris Anderson?  Here’s some data 

that others responded with as the book hit the streets. 

• Amazon may sell a lot of books you can’t find in a traditional bookstore, but 

75% of its revenues still come from a tiny 2.7% of its titles. 

• Of the 60,000 titles offered by Netflix, 50 titles account for 30% of all rentals… 

less than 1% of its titles are driving nearly a third of their volume. 

• And yes, people have taken the time to upload millions of entries onto 

YouTube… but the top 10% best-played entries made up 79% of the 7.56 

billion total plays… and the top 20% accounted for nearly 90%.   

And when you see data like that, there are two main conclusions – 

First, while the long tail concept is worth debating in those industries no longer 

governed by the old rules of inventory, distribution and sales … it’s still just a 

“concept” in the physical world of warehouses, trucks, routes… and importantly, 

in the world of SKU management at retail. 

Second, when you look at the growing power of the Amazon, Netflix and 

YouTubes of the world, it’s hard not to come to a conclusion that’s a bit scary – 

fragmentation among brands is actually accelerating the shift of power to the big 

retailers…  giving them increasing power over both suppliers and distributors. 
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Think about it.  If life is about dozens and dozens of brands that are of pretty 

much the same value, then nobody is sitting in a better spot than the player who 

controls the final access to the consumer. 

So let’s look specifically at beer. 

Fact number-one – The big brands are still the big contributors. 

The math is pretty simple.  When Americans call for a beer, nearly 5 out of 10 

times, they will still ask for a Bud Light, a Miller Lite, a Bud or a Coors Light.  

That’s right – nearly half the time. 

And the distributor gross profit from Bud Light, Miller Lite and Coors Light is $3.6 

billion of the total category DGP of $11.5 billion. 

So the big brand is still very much alive and kicking in beer.  In fact, more and 

more, I’m starting to hear people in the American beer industry say something 

that strikes me as… well, just plain silly. 

And that’s this – “The Budweiser trademark is no longer relevant.” 

Now, I know it may be less relevant than it was three or four years ago … and I 

know that double-digit growth rates for imports – no matter how low the base – 

are very sexy.  But the fact is that when a single trademark still accounts for 

roughly one of every three beers sold in America… it’s hard for me to come to 

any conclusion other than it’s still pretty darn relevant. 

And the main reason it’s still relevant is Bud Light. 

And that leads me to the next big fact… which is a little appreciated fact in 

the independent half of the American beer distribution system today.  The 

number-one growth generator in the non-AB system over the past five years is 

not imports and crafts.  The number-one growth generator among independent 

distributors – both in terms of sales and profits – is the light category." 
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Why is that? 

Well, there are lots of complex dynamics that contribute to that phenomenon… 

but the overriding reason is simple – 

The vast majority of Americans still prefer more-refreshing, less-filling, more-

drinkable beers.   

In fact, I believe because that trend has been so strong for so long… and 

because it has inevitably slowed over the years… that it is no longer even 

noticed. 

Here’s a chart from a recent UBS report, which uses some of Benj’s numbers to 

make an important point.  It projects the light category will grow from 42% of the 

industry to 47% of the industry over the next five years… in essence, picking up 

a share point a year. 

Does that mean that every consumer is going that way? 

Of course not. 

In fact, as we all know, every major trend tends to inspire smaller, but often 

meaningful, counter-trends.   If American lagers were becoming increasingly 

light… then what would be more natural than a counter-trend toward heavier-

tasting imports? 

And so the last big fact I’d ask you to think about regarding the American beer 

business is this –  

Light will grow… and so will the competition within light. 

In fact, when you look at the numbers, it’s increasingly clear why players like 

Heineken, Corona, Sam Adams and New Belgium are all suddenly interested in 

the light category. 
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They know that as they grow larger, they must fish where the fish are.  They 

know that brands of their aspirations need to ride the big trends… not just 

counter-trends.  They know they must act more like mainstream brands… and 

mainstream brands are more about light. 

So those are some of the facts about the tail and the rest of the industry… some 

big facts that are fairly obvious when you think about them… but nonetheless 

facts that don’t create a lot of buzz. 

So what does that mean for the future?  What does that mean for seeing through 

the fog… seeing what the American beer industry will look like five or ten years 

from now? 

Well, there are lots of variables.  But in my mind, it all comes down to three 

variables… three big questions that will be answered only in time. 

Big question number-one – Will the long tail triumph over the smart tail? 

In other words, will the rush to fragmentation overshadow the need for portfolios 

that are balanced for optimal economics? 

No matter what part of the beer business you’re in, you have to ask yourself… at 

what point does the length of the tail start to become counter-productive?   Our 

business still lives very much in the physical world, how many different products 

really make economic sense... operational sense… and competitive sense? 

Well, the answer to that question varies significantly from player to player… but it 

relies on what we refer to as the “smart tail.” 

The smart tail is part of the portfolio of any business that fully maximizes the 

power of marginal economics.   
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The smart tail applies to both brewers and distributors, though each business will 

have a different specific composition… depending on what’s optimal for their 

business conditions.   

• Brewers have to manage production capacity and fading legacy brands.   

• Distributors have to manage complexity costs and case-per-drop efficiencies.   

• Retailers have to manage the SKU real estate within their four walls for 

maximum return. 

I won’t speak for retailers, but if you’re a brewer or a distributor, there are five 

common criteria for what’s required for a portfolio with a smart tail. 

• First, it’s balanced to address the full range of meaningful consumer demands 

that are out there.  That means we have the right brands and packs for the 

right occasions. 

• Second, it captures the full range of available profit opportunities without 

significantly altering existing fixed costs.  In other words, it doesn’t leave 

money sitting on the table. 

• Third, it gives you unique clout with retailers… because it includes brands 

retailers simply must have. 

• Fourth, it allows you to operate without any insurmountable disadvantage to 

your competitors… particularly if your competitor has a trademark that does 

indeed account for one in three beers consumed in America. 

• And fifth, it allows for experimentation… with room to test innovations in the 

real world.   

In other words, the smart tail is an essential part of a portfolio that takes 

advantage of every meaningful opportunity for profitable growth… but also 

capitalizes on the fact that the 80/20 rule is still very much a reality of free-market 

economics… with the great efficiency and benefit from scale economics. 

So let’s move to question number-two–  
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Who’s going to win the light game? 

This is where the fog gets really thick.  But let me give you my predictions. 

I predict the category will grow at least as strongly as most analysts are 

predicting. 

It will grow because that is where a lot of consumers are still headed. 

And it will grow because increased competition will force the players to further 

differentiate themselves… resulting in light brands that will become more diverse 

and interesting. 

I predict that the import/craft brands will do more for light beer than light beer will 

do for the imports and crafts… as they further validate the category, while further 

mainstreaming the import and craft brands.  I think this will be particularly true of 

imports that introduce light brands that have little resemblance to their flagships. 

I predict that the big winners will be those light brands that most successfully 

differentiate themselves among the growing pack.  The concept of “light” will 

become more fragmented and broader than it has been in the past… I believe 

there is great opportunity for virtually any brand that can stake out a meaningfully 

differentiated positioning within the overall mix.   

And finally, I predict that established brands will compete quite effectively with 

new entries… because consumers already associate these brands with 

refreshment and drinkabilty. 

So let’s move to the third and final question. 

How will the retailer manage beer? 

This is the question that makes the teeth chatter of anybody who’s ever made a 

sales’ call on Costco… or made a trip down to Bentonville. 
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Because it’s tough enough to call on those guys when you’ve got a couple big 

brands that lots of consumers call for… and thus you have something that retailer 

would be hard-pressed not to support. 

But it’s also tough when you start looking at the economics of some of the SKUs.   

Now, I know it’s very fashionable for retailers to heavy up on imports and crafts to 

push the premium image of their stores.  But I also know that virtually every one 

of the big retailers ultimately gets very cold-blooded about slow-moving SKUs.   

So look at this chart showing average days of supermarket supply for beer, liquor 

and wine in 2005.   

If you do the math behind this one, you learn that mainstream beers turn almost 

60 times per year… twice as fast as imports and crafts, which turn between 25 

and 30 times per year.   

And by the way… those hot, hot spirits and wine brands turn just 9 to 11 times 

per year. 

What does that mean for the retailer?  Well, take a look at their gross margin 

return on investment for beer, liquor and wine.   

It is a great story for the dog vs. the tail… and for beer vs. spirits and wine.   

Every dollar invested annually in mainstream returns nearly 9 bucks to the 

retailer… that is twice as much as the average return on imports and crafts… and 

more than 7 times the return on spirits or wine. 

So if the big retailers start to really focus on their gross margin return on 

investment, we may soon see a significant amount of ice water running through 

their veins. 
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Those of you who were around the beer industry a decade ago saw that happen 

when the original craft bubble popped… as retailers woke up one day and 

realized how slow the turns were on a lot of those SKUs… and how much that 

lack of velocity was costing them. 

And my big fear today is that it’s no longer automatic that the space would revert 

to beer… as wine and other beverages are becoming increasingly aggressive in 

cutting good deals to place their over-spaced products.    

And so, while I made several predictions about the light category, I will only make 

one very general prediction about retailers.  Retailers understand exactly how 

precious their shelf space is… and retailers will ultimately pursue the choices that 

offer them the best economics… not on a per-unit basis… but on a fully-loaded 

basis where profit and velocity determine how much money ends up in the till at 

the end of the day.   

So a lot of what happens with retailers will be determined by the choices we in 

the beer industry present them… and how well we articulate the overall economic 

impact of our offerings.   

My biggest fear is that we will present them with an economic option that looks 

increasingly like the wine option… trying to sell a highly fractured number of 

slower-turning items at higher prices.  

Everybody in the beer business knows that we have a superior profit story to tell 

versus wine… and everybody knows that superiority is a function of velocity.  If 

we give that advantage away, then shame on us.  

So those are the three big variables in my mind –  

…smart tails versus long tail… 

…the battle for light… 
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…and the economics of the retailers.   

And those are my best thoughts on the tail, the dog and seeing through the fog. 

Now, the obvious question is… what does it all mean to Miller? 

Well, we’ve given this a huge amount of thought at Miller… looking at what all 

these trends mean for us…for our distributors… and for our competitors and for 

their distributors… and for the overall industry.   

We know we’ve got some challenges… but we also know we have some unique 

resources.   

We’ve embraced a new portfolio strategy that we believe will allow us to create a 

portfolio capable of growing consistently for many years… a three-pronged 

strategy that is about… 

…stoking our light brands, particularly Miller Lite… 

…protecting our other core brands, like High Life and MGD…  

…and exploiting growing categories with new products, like Sparks…  

… and with traditional crafts, like Leinenkugel’s and Henry Weinhard’s… 

… and the growing number of import brands that our parent company offers us… 

not just Peroni and Pilsner Uquell… but also brands like Cusquena, Crystal and 

Aguila that we’re bringing in from Latin America. 

At Miller, we’re very clear that long-term success will require managing a more 

diverse portfolio… complete with a smart tail that allows us to capitalize on every 

growth trend out there. 

Now, let me make one important point about what we believe is one of the big 

skills that we must also master when it comes to creating the kind of portfolio we 
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desire.  That skill is operating multiple sales forces that are tailored for the 

specific needs of the individual brands they serve. 

We believe one of the biggest mistakes you can make with high-potential tail 

brands is to drop them into a mainstream sales structure… forcing them into a 

monolithic sales approach that’s not appropriate to their current state of 

development. 

For instance, take our acquisition of Sparks.   We are very clear that one of the 

key reasons Sparks has been such a strong success is its sales force… which 

has a culture, structure and operating model that is completely in line with what 

the brand needs… and which is very different from what’s best for selling our 

core brands.   

And so we’ve taken in virtually the entire Sparks sales force…and established 

them as a free-standing unit.  We’re going to give them some help with things 

they’re not equipped for, like chains.  But otherwise, our basic principle in 

managing them is simply to stay out of their way. 

In the past couple of years, we initiated similar efforts with other areas of the 

business that we believe will benefit from specialized sales attention – most 

notably imports and Hispanic.  In fact, we now operate six separate sales 

forces… and we believe that model is going to be essential to shaping a better 

portfolio. 

Stoke, protect, exploit.  We think that strategy will work well for us… and we think 

it provides our distributors with a balanced foundation for their own portfolios.    

We’re very realistic about what it will take for us to succeed over the long term. 

• We know that we must make Miller Lite and our other core brands highly 

compelling to consumers relative to all the alternatives. 
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• We know we’ve got to increase our participation in the fast-growing sub-

segments.  

• And, we know that we must ultimately shape a portfolio that can win on a 

sustained basis in the American beer market. 

We do believe the future of the American beer industry belongs to brewers and 

distributors who best harness marginal economics… creating the “smart tail” 

portfolio that I talked about earlier.   

We know that life is seldom linear… particularly in the American beer industry… 

and we believe that the brewers that best-manage well-balanced portfolios will be 

the ones that thrive. 

We have the resolve to make that happen…  

… and  I can promise you our parent company has the resolve to make sure that 

we make sure that it happens.   

By the way… as for the tail, dog and fog… SABMiller actually has a great brand 

in Poland that’s called “Dog in the Fog.”   

And as you can see, the dog looks strong… and the dog seems ready to hold his 

tail high, as he moves right through the fog. 

I want to thank you for your interest today… and I want to thank Benj and the 

guys for their hospitality.  And now, I’ll be glad to answers any questions you 

might have. 

 

# # # 
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